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Agreement that puts more money in your pocket. This is an overall picture of what the members of 
IF Metall's negotiating delegations said is important when they met for the fi rst time since March.

Some 0 agreements that employers were fl agging 
early on are not something that IF Metall's negotiating 
delegations agree with. In addition, there is another 
important point to bear in mind when it comes to the 
role of industry in the national bargaining agreement.
"Our agreements shall set the standard and mark out 
the level of pay increases for the entire labour market. 
And this year this is perhaps more important than 
ever," says IF Metall's chairman Marie Nilsson.

Now that the fi rst delegations are re-grouping in digital 
form to resume the national bargaining agreement on 
new collective agreements, many have quite positive 
reports to make. 

Many companies are back to full speed after the 
summer, some even expect to employ more people. At 
the same time, there are companies where employees 
have been notifi ed of redundancy and where the 
situation is not good at all.

This unevenness between diff erent sectors of industry, 
but also in the labour market in general, makes it 
important to maintain stability.
“The industry's mark and the standardising of pay 
increase levels in society should stand for just that. A 
stability that gives pay increases and more money in 
everyone’s pocket,” says Marie Nilsson, who is also the 
negotiation leader for the Technical Agreement.

Read more:
Stay up to date on ifmetall.se/avtal2020 where 
news and information about the national bargaining 
agreement is published.

The negotiating delegations for Gemensamma Metall, Gruv, Kemiska fabriker, I-avtalet, Stål- och Metall, Teknikavtalet and Teko have had their fi rst 
meetings since the national bargaining agreement was paused.


